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Clarifying the concepts of joy and meaning for work in health care
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The wellbeing of health care workers is a prime concern in
the functioning and performance of health care organizations.
While the Triple Aim—enhancing patient experience,
improving population health, and reducing health care
costs—has contributed to health system reforms worldwide,
scholars have asserted the need for a fourth aim to improve
the professional lives of health care workers (1). Such
improvements promote work engagement, job satisfaction,
and talent retention; protect against the increasingly prevalent
phenomenon of burnout among clinicians; and are essential
for the quality and safety of care (2). They prompt health
care leaders and managers to pay more attention to issues
such as physicians’ experiences of autonomy loss and stress
related to malpractice liability, as well as nurses’ experiences
of disrespectful behaviors at work for example. More
specifically, the Quadruple Aim is a call to help health care
workers restore and maintain “joy and meaning in work” (3).
Similarly, the Institute for Healthcare Improvement has
promoted joy in work as a goal for organizations to work
towards (4).
The concepts of joy and meaning can however be elusive
when health care leaders and managers seek to implement
and evaluate workplace interventions to increase workplace
wellbeing. This is because both concepts are used and
defined in everyday discourse in a myriad of ways, including
as a state of being, as a process of self-transcendence, or in
relation to spiritual beliefs (5). Not only do these definitions
preclude a consistency in which health care leaders and
managers approach joy and meaning at work, there is also
a wide array of conceptual definitions for and instruments
to measure joy and meaning in the scientific literature (6).

To make the concepts of joy and meaning in work more
relevant to the health care context, we highlight some
key insights from psychological research via a concept
analysis in this paper. We first discuss the definitions of
both concepts and how they relate to wellbeing at work
more broadly. We then distinguish the nuances between
(I) joy and meaning in and at work, and (II) meaning
and meaningfulness. Finally, we discuss how health care
workers can achieve meaningfulness through having an
impact on others, workplace relationships, and professional
development. By elaborating these concepts as well as their
antecedents, we aim to highlight some dimensions that
health care leaders and managers should consider when
improving the wellbeing of health care workers.
Defining joy and meaning
Joy
The Oxford Dictionary defines joy as an emotional state,
namely “a feeling of great pleasure and happiness” (7).
This definition is rooted in hedonic wellbeing, presenting
joy as a pleasurable state of being. Some scholars have also
defined joy beyond the hedonistic tradition. For example,
Manion studied clinicians and their perspectives on the
nature of joy, concluding it as “an intensely positive, vivid,
and expansive emotion that arises from an internal state or
results from an external event or situation. It may include
a physiologic reaction, an expressive component, and
conscious volition. It is a transcendent state of heightened
energy and excitement (8)”. Similarly, Fredrickson, whose
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work is among the most widely cited in and outside the field
of psychology, discusses joy as a positive emotion that can
widen “the array of the thoughts and actions that come to
mind” (9). These definitions align with the functionalist
perspective on emotions (i.e., feeling is for doing), which
suggests joy as an emotional state that motivates people into
particular actions (10).
It is therefore unsurprising that joy has been linked to
various forms of action at work in health care. Sinsky et al.
positioned joy in the practice of primary care as engaging
in particular innovative arrangements related to health
information technology, clinical workflow, and teamwork (11).
Similarly, other researchers have found that certain conditions
such as the absence of time pressure, job content, and working
climate predict the joy that underlie the completion of work
tasks (12). This perspective implies a responsibility for health
care leaders and managers to consider joy as a motivator
for desired work behaviors, in addition to commonly used
incentives such as pay-for-performance measures (4).
Meaning and meaningfulness
Meanings are a set of interpretations that people use
to make sense of the world, and they can be neutral,
negative or positive (13). Meaningfulness, on the other
hand, refers to the intensity and significance of meanings,
and is inherently positive and personally relevant (13).
The meaningfulness that health care workers ascribe to
particular aspects of their work shape how significant
and positive they personally experience work as (14).
Meaningfulness creates the psychological experience in
which a health care worker feels that they are “made for
this job,” or are fulfilling their various callings through
work. For example, Shanafelt et al. described how
physicians often value being a healer, teacher, scientist, or
domain expert (15). Meaningfulness is thus associated with
the concept of eudaimonia (vs. hedonic) wellbeing (16),
because it orients towards purpose rather than pleasure.
Joy and meaningfulness in and at work
It is important to distinguish between characteristics of
the work itself (i.e., joy/meaning in work) and the context
in which work takes place (i.e., joy/meaning at work) (14).
This is because the former leads leaders and managers to
emphasize more on what it means to belong to a particular
profession/role, while the latter relates to what it means
to belong to a particular team, unit, or organization. For
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example, the meaning in work will resonate more than
the meaning at work among medical residents, since they
typically perceive their role in a health care organization
as preparation for a “real” career (17). Conversely, the
meaning at work will resonate more among health care
workers with long tenures who strongly identify as a
member of their employing organization.
Pathways to meaningfulness: contribution,
unification, and individuation
Central in understanding the meaningfulness in/at work is
health care workers’ intrapsychic responses to the question,
“Why am I here?” (18). Scholars have identified at least
three clusters of responses to this question: contribution,
unification, and individuation (13,18). First, the contribution
pathway to meaningfulness encompasses responses like “to
have a significant positive impact on others” (18). Here,
meaningfulness is achieved through one’s work impact on
others or the environment. Second, the unification pathway
covers responses such as “to engage and connect with
others around me” (18). In unification, meaningfulness
is built on cultivated relationships with patients, patients’
family, coworkers, and so forth. Lastly, the individuation
pathway corresponds to responses such as “to engage in my
own professional growth” (18). Individuation refers to selfdevelopment as a way to make work meaningful. It involves
acts of advancement surrounding one’s chosen professional
role(s) and domain(s).
The contribution, unification, and individuation
pathways can be facilitated in health care organizations.
The contribution pathway is arguably the most prevalent
way in which health care workers generate meaningfulness.
Many health care workers interact with patients, and see a
part of their jobs as “saving lives”—a systematic review on
health care students’ reasons for their career choices found
that they are predominantly motivated by the altruistic
desire to help others (19). To use this pathway, health
care leaders and managers can, for example, incorporate
patient feedback during the annual review process to
explicitly recognize the contributions and differences
that an individual worker may have made for particular
patients in the preceding year (20). Secondly, unification
can occur particularly through team-based care models, but
also through building connections with patients and their
caregivers. A related theoretical perspective, job crafting,
predicts that health care workers adapt their working
relationships with others to create more meaningful work
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experiences (21). Health care leaders and managers may
therefore consider paying more attention in communicating
their expectations with individual workers on the extent to
which they are able to craft their relationships with others at
work. For example, this may include leaders and managers
acknowledging health care workers’ ability, or giving them
permission, to invite coworkers in other departments to
serve as additional mentors. Lastly, health care leaders and
managers can facilitate individuation by structuring and
offering opportunities for vertical as well as horizontal
promotions. This pathway is particularly accessible to
health care workers with pre-defined career milestones
and specialization opportunities such as doctors, nurses,
pharmacists, and therapists.
Notably, the ways of achieving meaningfulness in and
at work are not mutually exclusive. A thematic analysis
of doctors’ narratives about their meaningful experiences
collected over seven years showed elements of all three
pathways (22). A similar national study with nurses showed
unification and individuation as two prominent themes (23).
It is further plausible that there is a temporal effect to these
pathways. For example, the individuation pathway may be
the strongest when people initially decide to seek a career in
health care and/or are in training. However, the unification
pathway may then supersede individuation when people are
embedded in their work environments for longer periods of
time and with designated work teams.

worker groups (e.g., staff with more than 10 years of work
experience in the organization vs. those with less) emphasize
the most in order to develop more targeted approaches
based on each of the pathways (24).

Work values-environment fit
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Conclusions
With the Quadruple Aim as a guiding framework, restoring
and maintaining joy and meaning among workers are
undoubtedly significant goals for health care organizations.
Yet, the concepts of joy and meaning can remain elusive for
health care leaders and managers. This article elaborates on
these concepts as well as some of their related antecedents.
Although we have highlighted three pathways to achieve
meaning at/in work among health care workers, leaders
and managers should be aware of preserving a fit between
employees’ work values and what the organization offers.
These notions align with Leape et al.’s statement on the
principles needed to systematically improve care quality
and safety: “capturing the soul of an organization, where
joy and meaning resides, requires a true partnership to align
values among organization leaders, professionals, and the
workforce” (25). Such partnerships, however, first require
clarification of the definitions and pathways related to joy
and meaningfulness that can/should be targeted among
health care workers. It is then when you can create highfunctioning health systems whose souls we ought to capture.
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